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ongratulations!  You have begun  your   
           journey down the  path to custom        
                     building your new  Heritage Home. 
During this exciting time, your authorized Heritage 
Builder will be assisting you in making many 
decisions involving the design of your home.
The purpose of this catalog is to assist you in 
choosing custom features for both the interior and 
exterior of your home.  Our mission is to help you 
design an attractive, custom home that meets your 
lifestyle.  You have a vast array of design features 
to choose from.  Use this catalog to explore those 
features and make a list of these items to discuss 
with your Heritage Builder.
It is important to remember that some features will 
not work well together.  Your Heritage Builder 
can help you bring together the right combination 
of features to fit your needs.  For complete pricing 
information on custom design features, be sure to 
talk to your Heritage Builder.
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A. Ponderosa Island Bar
Feature #122500 / Feature #125100
   A 42” high wall angled at both ends with a 16” Wilsonart top approximately 6’ 
long is commonly used when a range is located in an island in the center of the 
kitchen. Base cabinets can be added to this option to provide cabinet space and 
countertops on each side of the range.

C. 6’ Peninsula Bar and Angled Wall Bar
Feature #123100 / Feature #122500   
  Add either of these features to an L shaped kitchen. Choose a straight peninsula 
bar if you desire a level bar with plenty of space.  This feature has an 11” 
overhang on the dining room side and is perfect for stools or chairs.  The Angled 
Wall utilizes a 42” tall wall capped with a 16” wide countertop.  This feature 
works well with taller stools or captain’s chairs. 

Omaha Island Bar
Feature #122655
   This 8’ by 3’ countertop height bar includes a Wilsonart top, a large 3-drawer base flanked by 
18” base cabinets and lower bookcase cabinets at each end. Solid surface, granite or quartz tops are 
options to be considered in place of the Wilsonart top. Included are (5) 4” decorative wood posts; one 
at each corner and one in front with a carved corbel to support the overhanging top. There is a 110-V 
outlet at each end.

B. Small Island Bar
Feature #122800 / Feature #123000
   Designed to be moveable, this feature adds convenient, usable counter space to 
any kitchen.  It is available in 24” x 36” or 48” x 36”.

A. B. C.
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C. Raised Range Cabinet
Feature #126100  
    Raising a cabinet is the perfect way to jazz up your kitchen. This feature adds a 21” 
high cabinet instead of the standard 15” cabinet over the range. This raises your range 
cabinet 6” above the others to break up the cabinet line. This feature is not available 
with kitchen soffits and works best with a microwave oven over the range. 

B. Oven Cabinet
Feature #124500
   Choose this cabinet feature when you incorporate single or double ovens in your 
kitchen. It has the oven area in the middle along with two storage areas.  Storage 
typically consists of a bottom drawer and two doors above the oven.   The standard 
oven cabinet is 24” deep, 84” tall by 33” wide, however, built-in ovens vary so it is 
important to provide us with oven specifications before your home order is finalized. 

D. Deep Cabinet Over Refrigerator 
Feature #125500
  Tired of never being able to reach the items in the cabinet above the refrigerator? 
Choosing this feature helps eliminate that problem by replacing the standard 12” deep 
cabinet with a 24” deep unit for easy to reach storage and adds a built in effect. 

A. Angled End Upper Cabinet
Feaure #125900
  Shown to the right is a decorative 12” x 30 1/2” angled upper cabinet with a glass 
door. The glass door sits at a 45 degree angle to the other cabinets and is an attractive 
alternative to having a what-not shelf.

A. B. C.
Raised Skyline Cabinet Feature
   Want to break up the straight-line look of your upper cabinets?  Consider raising 
several feature cabinets.  From corner to range and refrigerator, several upper cabinets 
can be raised to create a skyline effect. 

C.D.
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A. Microwave Cabinet
Feature #125600
  Customize a space for a microwave with this cabinet.  We use a wall 3015 cabinet with a built 
in shelf system.  The actual space for the microwave will be approximately 15 ¾” high by 27” 
wide by 15” deep at the bottom. 

B. Drawer Base Cabinet
Feature #125700
  This has one shallow drawer and two deep drawers.  The drawer base cabinet is available in 
12” to 39” widths.

D. Roll-out Tray for Lower Cabinets
Feature #12600/#126005
   Maximize your lower cabinets and gain easy access with this feature. Lower trays can be 
added to nearly all base cabinets and they are especially great in utility/pantry cabinets.

E. Wood Lazy Susan
Feature #125205
   Add this feature to any standard angled corner kitchen cabinet.   
This lazy susan keeps the standard shelves provided with the 
cabinet and incorporates an elegant yet strong wood turntable.  
This feature is only available for lower cabinets. 

C. Utility Cabinet
Feature #124400
  This cabinet is 24” wide by 84” high and 24” deep.  It includes one fixed shelf in the upper unit 
and four adjustable shelves in the lower.  An excellent addition to this cabinet are roll-out trays 
with 75 lb ball bearing full extension slides.  

B.

A.

C.

C. D. E.
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A. Raised Dishwasher
   Tired of always having to bend over to 
reach the bottom rack of your dishwasher?  
Add function and flair to your kitchen by 
adding a raised dishwasher cabinet.  This 
feature mounts your dishwasher in a raised 
cabinet and includes both an upper and lower 
storage drawer.

B. Rustic Farm Sink
Feature #121510
   Fashioned after the old farmhouse sinks, 
the Rustic Farm sink is made of hammered 
copper and features a front apron that extends 
down over the front of the sink base cabinet.

C. Custom Range Hood
   Choose direct vent or a non-vented charcoal 
filter system.  Heritage Homes offers a variety 
of range hood/venting systems based on your 
needs and style preferences.  All of our homes 
come standard with the non-vented charcoal 
filter range hood.  Optional vented hoods are 
also available.

B.

A.

C.C.
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A.  Drawer Inserts
   Complete your custom cabinetry by choosing the drawer 
inserts that fit your needs.  No matter what the purpose, 
we have the drawer insert solution designed to match your 
cabinets.

  A spice drawer insert keeps your 
spices organized and easy to find.  
Make the most of your kitchen space 
with this feature.

   A cutlery divider will keep you 
utensil drawer orderly.  Say goodbye 
to the plastic dividers that never quite 
fit.

  The knife block will protect and 
organize your knives while allowing  
the blades and handles to rest in an 
unfinished soft maple mount. 

B.  Built-in Wine Rack
  This is the perfect way to complete the end of an island bar 
to create the perfect storage space for your wine collection.

C.  Roll-out Waste/Trash Bins
Feature #126305
  Built-in trash baskets will keep unsightly kitchen waste 
hidden away.  Locate them conveniently near the food 
preparation area.

E.  Kitchen Book Case
Feature #125675
   Incorporate a bookcase into the end of an 
island or peninsula bar.  This nook is great for 
cookbooks and kitchen keepsakes.

D.  4 Sided Dovetail Drawer Boxes
  The dovetail drawer boxes are standard in all 
of our homes. One of the defining elements of 
true custom cabinetry is the four sided drawer 
box.  A great addition to any kitchen, solid 
wood, four sided dovetail drawer boxes and 
birch plywood drawer bottoms are a must!

A A A

B

C
D.

E
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Style: CRP 10/Standard
Shown in Oak with prairie 
heritage finish.

Style: Franklin
Shown in Rustic Knotty 
cherry with spice finish and 
glazing.

Style: Slab/Lafayette
Shown in Alder with amber 
finish and glazing.

Style: CRP1389
Shown in Hard Maple with amber finish 
and glazing.  Available in all species 
except rustic & quarter sawn.

Style: TW10/TW10SxS
Shown in Hickory with 
amber finish.

Style: Royal
Shown in Red Oak with spice finish 
and glazing.  Available in Red Oak, 
Hard Maple & Cherry

Style: CRP10161
Shown in Cherry with spice 
finish and glazing.

Style: CRP10875
Shown in cherry with spice finish.  
Alvailable in all species except rustic 
& quarter sawn. 

Style: Cottage II/Cottage
Shown in Rustic Knotty Oak 
with amber finish.

Style: CRP30
Shown in Rustic Knotty 
Alder with spice finish and 
glazing.

Style: Slab/San Raphael
Shown in Quarter Sawn Red Oak with 
spice finish.  Available in all species 
except rustic.

Style: CRP10797
Shown in Alder with amber 
finish.

Style: Cornwall
Shown in Maple with amber finish.  
Available in Hard Maple & Cherry.
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Style: Yardley
Shown in Rustic Knotty 
Maple with amber finish.

NEW COLOR FOR 2012!
Shown in Red oak with the NEW 
chestnut stain color
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Countertops and Backsplashes
   Personalize your kitchen using our standard tile and Wilsonart laminate colors or dress it up with 
our upgraded options including full-tile backsplash, listello inlay, and custom countertop edges.  
Also available are high definition laminates, solid surface, granite, and quartz options.

Undermount Stainless Sink Feature

Solid Surface Feature

Full Tile Backsplash set at a diagonal

Granite Feature

Standard Wilsonart - shown with standard and upgrade color options

Quartz Feature Composite Feature
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B.  Wood Countertop Edge
Feature #121700
   Add natural richness and beauty to your countertop by choosing 
a molded wood edge to the Wilsonart countertop, hand stained to 
match the your cabinets and woodwork. When this option is ordered, 
there can be no rounded countertop corners.

Solid Surface Countertop
Feature #121400
 Wilsonart solid surface material is known for its beauty, 
durability and ease of maintenance. It can be ordered with the 
standard tile backsplash and stainless steel sink or with the 
optional solid surface backsplash and sink (the sink will be 
undermounted). The front edge of the countertop will be 1 1/2” 
thick and rounded over at the top.

Solid Surface Backsplash 
Feature #121600
  Add a solid surface backsplash to the countertop with no 
visible seams. It will extend 4” above the countertop and up to 
the exhaust fan or microwave oven behind the range.
Solid Surface with Undermounted Sink
Feature #121500
  Complete the look of solid surface countertops by adding an 
undermount sink.  The sink is made of the same material and 
allows for a smooth transition right into the sink.  Available in 
white or bisque. 

Solid Surface with Contrasting Edge
Feature #121450
   Looking for a way to accent your solid surface countertop?  
Choose this feature and you will have the center 1/3 of the 
vertical edge of the solid surface countertop a contrasting color. 
This also includes a strip in the backsplash (a center strip about 
1/2” wide that extends horizontally along the top edge).

A.  Beveled Wood Inlay Countertop Edge
Feature #121800
  This feature is distinctly different and sets your kitchen apart from 
others. To accomplish this, we add a countertop edge consisting of 
wood covered with Wilsonart then beveled at a 45 degree angle.

C.  Wilsonart Crescent Edge
Feature # 121807
   A Crescent Edge invites the eye and warms up decor with soft 
curves at top and bottom.   

Full Tile Backsplash with Listello In-lay Feature

Upgrade Tile and Listello Options

Standard Tile Colors 2” Tile Option

Wilsonart Beveled Edge
Feature # 121805   
    A Beveled Edge is strong, crisp and classic, evoking the polished 
image of cut and chamfered stone.   

C.B.A.
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D.  Decorative Cabinet End 
Panels
Feature #126252
   Finish the end of a cabinet by 
adding decorative cabinet end 
panels. This feature adds a panel 
shaped like the cabinet doors at 
the end of a run of cabinets. When 
ordering, be specific where the 
end panels are to be located.

Crown Molding and 
Lightrail Trim
Feature #120100
Feature #120500
Feature #120210 (rope)  
Complete the look of 
your cabinets with crown 
molding.  This type of 
molding is typically used 
around the top front of the 
upper cabinets when the 
kitchen has tall or cathedral 
ceilings.  Decorative lightrail 
trim installed around the 
bottom of the upper cabinets 
is also a great way to add 
detail to your kitchen.

A.  Decorative Corbel
Typically used as a decorative 
support member for large 
extended island bars, these 
decorative corbels are available 
in a variety of wood species to 
match your cabinetry. 

C.  Drawer and Door Pulls
   Heritage Homes offers a wide 
variety of drawer and door 
pulls for your custom cabinetry.  
Choose from several styles and 
price levels to match your homes 
décor.

B.  Under  Cabinet Lighting
Feature #116000
    This feature adds needed light 
and creates ambiance.  Add under-
cabinet fluorescent light fixtures 
to any kitchen design.

A.

B. C.

D.
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E.  Linen Cabinet
Feature #131700
   Create lots of storage with an 18” wide, 84” tall, 21” deep cabinet featuring upper  and 
lower doors with adjustable shelves. 

D.  Composite Double Bowl Vanity
Feature #132300
   This upgrades a single bowl vanity with a Wilsonart top and drop-in lavatory to an elegant 
stone coat composite double bowl. This feature comes complete with two 36” vanity bases, 60” 
plate glass mirror and 2 double bulb sconce fixtures.

C.  Vanity Topper with Valance and Shelves
Feature #133500
    This luxurious look is achieved by placing a 15”cabinet with clear glass front and bottom 
drawer between the bowls of a 73” double vanity top and a large 30” x 12” raised panel valance 
with can lighting above each bowl.

A.  Whirlpool Feature with Standard Wood Skirt
Feature #136720
    Heritage Homes offers a wide variety of whirlpool tubs from Kohler.  Instead of tile on the 
front vertical edge of whirlpools and/or soaker tubs, we install raised wood panels and doors 
to match and compliment the vanity. The tub surround, deck and backsplash remain tile.

B.  Recessed Medicine Cabinet
Feature #132500
   This 16” by 26” cabinet comes with an octagon beveled mirror and is recessed into the wall. 
It has two adjustable shelves.

B.

A. 

C.

D.

E.
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C.  Claw Foot Tub
Feature #135900
Reminiscent of a bygone era the claw foot tub is free standing and features claw feet, faucet and telephone 
shower wand.

A.  Tile Shower with Listello Inlay
   This feature incorporates a full ceramic tile wall surround with decorative listello accents for added flair.  
The base of the shower is fiberglass.
B.  Moen Brand Vertical Spa
Feature #132667
   Designed to create an all around jetted shower experience, this vertical spa can be added to most shower 
stall configurations.

C.

A.

A.

B.
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36” Woodburning Fireplace 
   A fireplace designed to burn wood with an 8” flue including a tile hearth 
24” deep with a row of 12” ceramic along the top and either side, and a 
traditional oak mantel. The flue chase above the roof is covered with house 
siding. An optional circulating fan is also available.
Direct Vent Gas Fireplace
    This Lennox direct vent gas fireplace may vent vertically or horizontally 
and may eliminate the need for a chimney. 
Electric Heat Fireplace
   This 110V fireplace is equipped with a 1440 watt heater, glass panel, off/
on light control, adjustable flame speed control and ceramic fiber logs and 
ember bed that produces a realistic fire glow.
Fireplace Circulating Fan: Feature #102900
   Add a circulating fan to the wood burning fireplace. It comes with a 
switch that is located on a wall near the fireplace. Although this feature does 
produce some heat, the fireplace remains generally decorative. 
Cultured Stone Surrounds
Feature #103350
     Looking for the warmth and beauty of stone?  Heritage Homes offers the 
Owens Corning Cultured Stone brand of manufactured stone products.  This 
product is one quarter the weight of real stone and can be used in a variety of 
applications inside your home.

Livingwith Fireplaces

Traditional Oak Surround
Feature #102300 
    This decorative handcrafted wood surround added to your fireplace creates 
a more traditional look.
Beaded Plank Surround
Feature #103450
     This decorative upscale look includes beaded wainscote above a box 
mantel between 6” wood “posts” that extend floor to ceiling on each side of 
the fireplace, and topped with crown molding. This slightly recessed area 
above the fireplace is a great place to display your favorite picture.
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Livingwith Fireplaces

E.  Built-in Storage Surround 
   This surround incorporates built-in cabinets making it not only 
beautiful but also functional.  The base of the hearth actually has 
built-in drawers.

A.  Corner Fireplace with Shelf Surround

C.  Custom Fireplace Surrounds
   Do you have an idea for a fireplace surround?  Let the craftsmen 
at Heritage Homes build a surround to fit your needs.   

D.  Log Mantle
Feature #103460 
   Whether you want just a simple log mantle or a custom one-of-a-
kind design, the Heritage craftsmen can design a mantle to fit your 
needs.

B.  Corner Fireplace with TV Surround

A.

B.

C. C. D.

E.
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LivingWood Accents
with

A.  Metal Balusters
Feature #83650
   Beautiful wrought iron basket weave balusters replace every third 
wood baluster creating a more contemporary look. 

D.  Craftsman Style Stair Railing
Feature #83700
   This craftsmen style handrail system utilizes the standard handrail and 1x6 oak 
balusters with a “key hole” look. The newel posts are square with a tapered top. 

B.  Tapered Columns
   These craftsman style columns add old world charm and timeless appeal to 
stairways or entries.
C.  Built-in Deacon’s Bench
    A classic throwback feature, the built-in Deacon’s Bench can be added to an 
entryway, mudroom or utility area.  The feature creates a bench seat with built in 
storage space below. 

E.  Oak Handrail
Feature #83600
   An ideal way to enlarge a room and connect the basement 
is with an open stairway. The oak handrails, balusters and 
newel posts help create an open feel while adding style to 
your home. 

E.

A.

B.

C.

D.
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A.  Tongue and Groove Pine Ceilings
Feature #86525
   Define the inside of your home by adding this rustic feature to the 
ceilings.  Using 1” x 6” pine car siding (stained natural), we can accent 
the ceiling of any room.

B.  Trim Options
   Looking for a way to compliment the décor of your home?  
Choose from a wide variety of trim packages to meet your 
needs.  All Heritage Homes come standard with 2 1/4”  
Heritage profile solid oak casing, and 2 3/4” oak base trim.  
Other wood specie choices are pine and alder.

D.  Craftsman Style Window and Door Trim
Feature #75615
  Add old world charm to your home by choosing the 
craftsman style mantel door and window trim.  Done 
predominately in pine, this feature is also available in other 
wood species.

C.  Stained Crown Molding in Coffered Ceiling
   Accent a coffered ceiling by adding stained crown molding.  
Whether you choose a contrasting wood specie and color, or 
something that matches exactly, this wood accent dresses up 
any coffered ceiling.LivingWood Accents

with

A

B.
C. D.
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Livingwith Doors

6-Panel Oak Door
Feature #75700
   This option replaces the standard 
oak interior door with a 6-panel oak 
door. The door hardware remains 
the same.

6-Panel Knotty Pine Door
Feature #75600
   This feature replaces the standard 
oak interior door with a 6-panel 
knotty pine door. The jamb and trim 
are pine also. 

2-Panel Hardboard Painted Door
Feature #75505
   This option replaces the standard 
oak interior door with the 2-panel 
hardboard door that is painted white 
and has standard door handles. The 
jamb and trim will remain oak. 

6-Panel Hardboard Painted Door
Feature #75500
   This option replaces the standard 
oak interior door with the 6-panel 
hardboard door that is painted white 
and has standard door handles. The 
jamb and trim will remain oak.

V Groove Door
   Choose this option to replace 
the standard oak interior door with 
solid V groove style door.  This 
style creates the look of beveled 
planks for a rich rustic look.

2’0” 10 Lite French Doors
Feature #75800
   These oak doors are stained 
to match the standard oak 
woodwork and are both operable 
with lever door handles. The 
option is most often used as entry 
into a den or sunroom.

Pocket Door
Feature #75200
 An interior door that 
recess into the wall 
offers a solution to 
tight fitting or high 
traffic areas.

Bypass Closet Doors
   A 4’ solid wood 
sliding closet door with 
standard wood trim, top 
and bottom tracks. Most 
often used instead of a 3’ 
bifold.
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LivingDrywall Accents
with

B.  Drywall Niche
Feature #86150
     Add this decorative niche anywhere in your home to 
display you favorite art or picture. 

A.  Arched Doorways
   Drywall arches define space and add charm.  Whether 
over a doorway or entrance to a room, the drywall arch can 
really add  to the warm feel of a room.

C.  Skip-Trowel Texture
Feature #86550
  Popular in the Rocky Mountain region, the skip-trowel feature 
gives you a rustic/southwestern feel.  Our craftsmen hand trowel 
all walls and ceiling for a one-of-a-kind result.

D.  Flush Ceilings
Feature #92500
   Used on the center mating wall of the home, this feature allows 
for a seamless ceiling transition between modules.  
*Not available in prow and loft home designs.

E.  Tray and Coffered Ceilings
Feature #94700/94000
 Add height and visual interest to your ceilings by using a coffered 
or tray ceiling in bedrooms, dining rooms, entries, or anywhere!

A. B. 

C.

D.

E.
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A.  Omaha Entertainment Center
Feature #84195
  Designed to accommodate your specific entertainment needs, our custom cabinetry 
features a built-in furniture look and provides ample storage for all of your audio and 
video accessories.

D.  Oak Bookshelves With Valance
Feature #84500
   This 36” recessed floor to ceiling all wood bookcase has 4 
adjustable shelves with a decorative valance at the top.

B.  Cabinets and Bookshelves 
Feature #84900
    Display your family photos, keepsakes, or collectibles with these builtin bookcases 
and cabinets perfect for storing games, movies, music, or any other items.  These 
beautiful all wood cabinetries are available in a variety of species and door styles.

C.  Entertainment Center
Feature #84200
   Choose a custom entertainment center designed to 
accommodate your TV, stereo, and all of your home 
entertainment devices .  It also offers all the storage and 
shelving you desire, as well as all electrical and coaxial 
connections.

Livingwith Storage

A.

F.

B.

C.D.
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Livingwith Storage

C.  Built-in Desk
Feature #84000
   A built-in kitchen office is perfect for any home.  A base filing cabinet is also great for 
keeping your busy life organized.  Filing cabinets can accommodate letter and legal sized 
paper.  Pigeon holes help separate the bills from the party invitations while keeping them 
right at your fingertips.

D  Built-in Hutch
  Display your treasure pieces in a custom hutch with glass doors.  This piece can be made 
to match perfectly with the cabinetry and trim throughout your home.

B.  Built-in Lockers
Feature #85600
   An increasingly popular feature that looks like cabinetry.  Most often sold in 
multiples of two or more,  the lockers have coat hooks, bottom shelves, seats, and 
fixed and adjustable shelves.

A.  Stand-alone Hutches
   Want a beautiful stand alone hutch that matches your kitchen cabinets?  Our Heritage 
craftsman can build a custom hutch for your kitchen or dining room.

D.A. A. B.
C.
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Livingwith Storage
Closet Packages
   Choose from a wide 
variety of custom built 
closet solutions.
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Livingwith Laundry
Laundry Convenience Package
Feature #130500
   This package includes two 24” by 30” wall cabinets with a clothes 
pole between them and a 15” to 21” base cabinet with Wilsonart top 
located between the washer and dryer.

1/2 Bath
Feature #130810
   Create the perfect mudroom by incorporating a 1/2 bath in your 
laundry room.  When coming in from outside, this is a great way to 
reduce traffic and muddy footprints though your home.

B.  Drop-in Utility Tub
Feature #130800
   For more of a finished/utility bath, choose this feature that includes 
a fiberglass utility tub with faucet that is installed in a 30” base cabinet 
with Wilsonart top. 

A.  Built-in Ironing Board
  Make the most of your utility room or closet space by incorporating 
a built-in ironing board.  Designed to fold up behind a decorative 
cabinet door, this feature provides both convenience and functionality.

C.  Roll-out Laundry Hamper
Feature #130805
   Add a built-in laundry basket to a base cabinet in your bathroom or 
utility room for convenient storage. 

C.B.

A.
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Livingwith Flooring

Carpet Styles 
    Several different colors and styles of carpet from Mohawk 
are available.  You may choose the floor covering that meets 
your needs and decor. 

Laminate  Wood/Tile Flooring
Feature #153800/153950
   With simulated wood and tile flooring, you will find the 
look and style unbelievably realistic.  The multi-layered, 
high pressure plastic laminate comes in a variety of wood 
grain and simulated tile looks.  Use it in large entries, family 
rooms, kitchens and even bathrooms where you want an 
easy care, beautiful, no-wax floor.
Oak Plank Flooring
Feature #153700 
   This 1/2” thick engineered wood flooring comes with lots 
of wood grain characteristics and has an aluminum oxide 
factory finish for though longlasting beauty.  Use it in the 
kitchen, entry way, or dining area for a striking effect.

Ceramic Tile 
Feature #153590
    Heritage Homes offers a wide variety of ceramic tile for 
floors, kitchen backsplashes, and tub and shower surrounds.  
From decorative listello accents to the large rustic 13” x 
13” floor tile, we offer the variety and styles to match your 
decorating taste.

Vinyl Flooring 
 Heritage Homes uses Armstrong brand vinyl featuring tough guard.  
Choose from a variety of standard and upgrade patterns to fit your needs. 

Laminate Tile Feature

Laminate Wood Feature

Vinyl Flooring Feature

Ceramic Tile Feature

Oak Plank Flooring Feature
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Fiber Cement Siding
Feature #40400
  This product provides a wood grain look and has outstanding paint adhesion. The boards are 
made of portland cement, ground sand, wood cellulose fiber and are noncombustible. Fiber 
cement is guaranteed not to rot or delaminate and is dimensionally stable even with extended 
exposure to rain, humidity and snow.  Select this feature and your home will come complete with 
vinyl soffits, steel fascia and Miratec brand trim around windows and corners.
Pre-stained Fiber Cement Siding
Feature #42000
  Heritage Homes utilizes the Certainteed brand of fiber cement siding in a cedar tone.  This 
coating allows the fiber cement siding to appear like natural cedar siding by accenting and 
highlighting the grain pattern and texture of the siding.  All window trim, fascia and corner 
boards are done in stained cedar. 

Beveled Rustic Cedar Lap Siding
Feature #43000
  Western Red Cedar channel rustic lap siding with rough sawn cedar fascia and trim is sealed 
with a cedar color tinted wood preservative. Plan to put on another seal coat of finish every few 
years.   This 1’ x 8” cedar lap siding can be selected instead of our standard vinyl siding. The 
soffits will be 3/8” roughtex cedar, fascia is rough sawn 1” x 6” and corner boards and window 
trim are rough sawn 1”x4” cedar. The siding is sealed with exterior stain.   

Rough Hewn Fir Log Siding
Feature #45000
   Want the natural beauty of real log, while still having the energy efficiency of a conventional 
home?  Choosing this siding will give you the look of a rough-hewn log home without the hassle.  
The siding is made from fir and is available in two rustic colors.
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Hip Roof
Feature #52600 
  Available in standard 3.38/12 and the optional 6/12 roof pitch, the hip design gives your home the look of 
distinction.  Cathedral ceilings cannot be installed within 14’ feet of the end of the house with a hip roof. 

6/12 and 8/12 Pitch Gable Roof 
Feature #51500/52100
    Give your roof line an imposing presence with these dramatic roof 
line options.  Cathedral and coffered ceiling features can be used 
together with these roof designs. 

Dormers and Porches
   Heritage Homes builds a wide variety of dormers and on-site porch 
features designed to enhance the front elevation of your home. 

Full and Double Dormers
Feature #53400/53500
    These dormers can be built up to 24 feet wide and typically extend from the ridge of the roof to the edge 
of the soffit.   Depending on the design, on-site porches can be extended from this feature. 

4/12 Pitch Gable Roof
Feature # 50500
    A slight variation that can accentuate the look of your home.  If you 
desire, cathedral and coffered ceiling features can be used together 
with this roof design.  A hip roof is not available with a 4/12 pitch.  

Small Dormers
Feature #53000
   This is the perfect way to accentuate a door or window.  Several 
variations of this feature are available.  This feature can also be 
combined with a boxed out window for a more pronounced look. 
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Glider Window -  Feature #61800
   The glider window is similar to the single hung except one sash slides sideways 
to let in fresh air and lifts out for easy cleaning. The glider window also comes with 
metal framed screens and fiberglass mesh that fit on the exterior of the windows. 

Casement Window -  Feature #62500
   The Gerkin casement series offers a clean, contemporary 
style that blends look with durability. Casements open (crank) 
outward and have screens that fit inside of the window. 

Single Hung Style Window -  Feature #62100
   This single hung window was designed for hassle free 
maintenance. It features a tilt-in sash that allows for easy 
cleaning from inside the home. A fully sloped weepless sill, 
quality fin-seal weather stripping and standard LoE glass will 
keep you comfortable all year long. 

Transom Window -  Feature #61600
   Available only when you have 9’ high ceilings, these fixed windows fit above the 
regular windows and patio doors. They are 14” high by the width of the windows 
or doors, and add natural light to the room while enhancing the exterior look of 
the house. 

Pella Pro-Line
Feature #62700/62900
    The Pella line of metal clad wood windows 
is available for use in any home instead of 
our standard Gerkin Comfort Series vinyl 
windows. These optional windows are 
available in a number of styles and shapes.

   Heritage Homes is proud to use Gerkin Comfort Series, superior, thermal-efficient, vinyl single hungs with fusion-
welded main frames. The sashes provide optimal structural strength and excellent air infiltration and water penetration 
performance. The combination of vinyl profiles with argon gas filled 3/4” double pane LoE3 insulating glass makes Gerkin 
windows more thermally efficient than standard thermopane wood windows. Vinyl has excellent insulation properties 
and is a nonconductor of heat and cold, so the window frame will be comfortable to the touch and will greatly reduce the 
chance of any frost or condensation. The overall window performance has a U-value of 0.30 and an air infiltration rating 
of .04 CFM.

Gerkin’s Gray Glass
Feature #61600
Perfect for the trapezoid end of a prow 
home or any home with great amounts of 
sun exposure.  Select this features to tint any 
Gerkin Comfort Series window in order to 
limit some of the natural lighting allowed in 
by the window.
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D.  Boxed out window 4’ or 7’ wide
Feature #35300, #35500
  This popular feature adds more space to the interior and character to the exterior. A regular window wall is boxed 
out 12” to expand a room and create a window ledge. Standard with a drywall seat and an oak ledge on the sill in 
the living room a wood seat can also be added. When used in a kitchen, we recommend using at least a 48”wide 
window with laminate.

C.  Angled Bay Window
Feature #66600 (single hung) or
Feature #66500 (casement)
   Add more space and get more light into a room with this 7’ wide window that projects 2 feet out from the wall. 
The center window is 5’ x 5’ and the two side windows are either crank-out casements or single hungs. The window 
seat is covered with wood and is a great place for displaying plants.

B.  Small Bay Window
Feature #66800
   A smaller version of the angled bay window with a fixed window flanked by two casement windows. This window 
is most often used in the kitchen over the sink.

A.  Cantilever Any Window
Feature #35100
  Add depth and square footage to any room by cantilevering any window area. This feature will move the entire 
exterior wall out 12” from floor to ceiling and can be widened up to eight feet wide to create a larger room. The 
boxed out or cantilevered area will have the same floor covering as the rest of the room. 
*Note: In some cases vinyl floor covering may have to be deleted if a 13’6” width is exceeded. 

E.  Double Cantilever Bay Window
Feature #67800 
   Use this feature to create a great eat-in kitchen or add floor space to your dining room.  The feature consists of two 
cantilever angle windows with two casement windows and dormers.

A.

B. B.

C. C. D. E. E.
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D.  Perimeter Window Grilles
Feature #65200
 Window grilles (sometimes referred to as muntins or grids) can be ordered with each window. They 
are the same color as the window frame and are located between the two panes of glass. The muntins 
will be approximately 4” in from the window sash and run parallel to the sash frame creating a square 
in each corner. Not available in trapezoid windows. 

C.  Traditional Window Grilles
Feature #65500
  Same as feature #65200, except this window has the more traditional rectangular grills in each 
window. 

A.  Shutters
Feature #31000
   Adding shutters to any window will accentuate your home. Selecting this feature will give you one 
pair of shutters that will be 14” wide x height of the window you order. These are made of fiberglass 
with a louver wood grain look. Choose from a wide variety of available colors.

B.  Craftsman Style Exterior Window Trim
Feature #34550
  This is a great exterior accent feature to enhance a craftsman style home.  The sides and bottom of 
the windows are outlined with 1 1/4” x  6”  trim, with a mantle top.

C.

A.

B.

D.
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Construction Features Coming Soon!

*Engineered Trusses 

*2x6 Walls 

*R-25 Sidewall 

*Steel Roofing

*Shingles

*R-50 Attic

*Pex Plumbing 

*Cove Heating 

*Engineered Floor Trusses

*Exterior Doors


